


ST+ART INDIA FOUNDATION is a not-for-profit organisation that 
works on art projects in public spaces. The aim of the foundation 
is to make art accessible to a wider audience by taking it out of 
the conventional gallery space and embedding it within the cities 
we live in - making art truly democratic for everyone.
In the past 3 years, the foundation has hosted 6 St+art festivals 
across 4 cities, creating iconic landmarks across India.
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In a first of a kind engagement between a government body and street art, German artist Hendrik ECB Beikirch and Indian artist Anpu 
painted the tallest mural of India - 158 feet. This mural is located at the Police Headquarters in ITO, connecting thousands of citizens 
who get to view this iconic artwork on a daily basis.  

HENDRIK ECB (GERMANY) & ANPU (INDIA) • ITO BUILDING 



Tihar Jail is the largest prison complex in Asia, with over 11,000 prisoners. India’s longest mural - 968 metres - was painted on the 
boundary wall of Tihar Jail with the help of several sign painters from India, who spent a fortnight painting verses of a poem: 
Chardiwari - written by one of the women inmates.   

HAND PAINTED TYPE MURAL BY INDIAN SIGN PAINTERS • TIHAR JAIL 



STREET ART FESTIVAL • MUMBAI • NOV 2014 - DEC 2014



On 7th of November 2014 ,Anpu (Ind) and Tika (Swi) began work on the first wall of the festival at Pali Village in Bandra.



BOND (GERMANY) • PALI VILLAGE, BANDRA 



TIKA (SWITZERLAND)• NEW FRIENDS COLONY, BANDRA



MTNL BUILDING (BEFORE) • BANDRA



A tribute to the forgotten legend of Bollywood, Dadasaheb Phalke, considered as the father of Indian Cinema. This is the largest 
mural in India - 120x80 feet - located at the MTNL building in Bandra, Mumbai. This iconic figure on an iconic building resonates a 
common story with the citizens.    

RANJIT DAHIYA (INDIA) • MTNL, BANDRA 



Mr. Amithab Bachan @ the opening of Dadasaheb Phalke’s Mural



FILTHY LUKER (UK) • TENTACLE MONSTER INSTALLATION • PEDDER ROAD



AKACORLEONE (PORTUGAL) • St.JUDE BAKERY, BANDRA



STREET ART FESTIVAL • DELHI • JAN 2015 - FEB 2015



Delhi Cold Storage, a drab suburb where thousands gather every day to earn their livelihood, got its first dash of color 
with Axel’s iconic mural. This mural is his interpretation of life in the biggest fruits and vegetables market of Asia. 

AXEL VOID (USA) • DELHI COLD STORAGE, AZADPUR MANDI



Samina got in touch with an Indian 
photographer, Ved Upadhyay, who was 
more than happy to give him portraits 
of Indian women which were then 
used in the piece. Within the elegance 
and the rigor of his composition he 
celebrated the warmth and calmness 
of an anonymous old Indian woman.        

SAMINA (PORTUGAL)
HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE



For his piece, Rukkit realised an eagle, one of the 
most powerful birds of the sky – holding a 
solemn gaze which controls the sky and the city. 

RUKKIT (THILAND) • CANNAUGHT PLACE



STREET ART FESTIVAL • DELHI • DEC 2015 - FEB 2016
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#LODHI ART DISTRICT
from  december 2015 to march 2016 st+art india 
foundation has been working in close collaboration with 
cpwd & swachh bharat mission to re-invigorate the lodhi 
colony area of new delhi. acclaimed international and 
national street artists have been working on walls 
between khanna market and meherchand market to 
convert lodhi colony into india’s first public art district. 

26 murals have been created, transforming this centrally 
located and pedestrian friendly neighborhood in a 
democratic open air museum.





MAHENDRA - RAJASTHAN • INDIA 



RAKESH - DELHI • INDIA



PAINTER KAFEEL & TEAM - DELHI • INDIA





NEVERCREW -SWITZERLAND



BORONDO -SPAIN



LEK & SOWAT WITH PAINTER KURESHI - FRANCE & DELHI • INDIA



SENKOE - MEXICO



INKBRUSHNME - PUNE • INDIA



DAKU - DELHI • INDIA



 

#WIP THE STREET ART SHOW
2 ARTISTS | 100 CONTAINERS | 1 MONTH

work in progress. the nature of the city, of the space, of street art and 

of our lives.

wip - the street art show, has been a larger than life walk through 

installation built using 100 shipping containers and hosted in icd 

(inland container depot), tkd in collaboration with concor – 

container corporation of india. through the month of february, this 

unconventional space of asia’s largest dry port has been an open lab 

where artists worked onsite, while a wide range of cultural activities 

also took place.

over a month more than 30000 visitors have made this space lively, 

taking part in an immersive and  mesmerising experience.



REKO RENNIE - AUSTRALIA



PAINTER SHABU -DELHI • INDIA



HARSH RAMAN - PUNE • INDIA



DWA ZETA - POLAND



BORONDO - SPAIN



NAFIR - IRAN



TYLER - MUMBAI • INDIA



DAKU - DELHI • INDIA



HENDRIK ECB - GERMANY



METAMORPHOSIS OF THE GOVIND PURI METRO STATION BY ROME 
BASED ARTIST AGOSTINO IACURCI. THIS PROJECT WAS DONE IN 
COLLABORATION WITH DELHI METRO RAIL CORPORATION LTD.

#GOVINDPURI METRO













Towering over you on Church Street is inkbrushnme's three-storey 
mural for the MG Road Metro Station. 

"For startblr, I wanted to work on a complicated surface and I’m glad 
MG Road happened. While walking and listening in to parts of 
conversations all around the area, I sensed a lot of depression and 
sadness in the air. So, I researched on the idea of using art as a remedy 
for such problems. In terms of a thought process, first the kids came 
into being, for their energy, innocence and positivity. Then the colours 
entered the picture. However, I invested a lot of time in detailing the 
piece, because I want people to find something new each time they see it."

- INKBRUSHNME

DAKU  - IF YOU WAN’T, I WILL



GUESSWHO  - HARDROCK CAFE



GUESSWHO  - CHURCH STREET





BMRC PROJECT















Apart from evoking positive feelings, parks play a vital role in defining 
the shape and feel of a city. Bangalore off-late has been doing the 
balancing act of preserving its existing greenery while ushering in 
significant infrastructural improvements. 

It's only fitting that Artez's two-sided painting inside the brand new 
Cubbon Park Metro Station reflects scenes from the park, effectively 
documenting this phase of Bangalore's history.

INSTALLATION ART



The Kempegowda Metro Station, considered the nucleus of Bangalore 
transit, now adorns a gorgeous mural courtesy of one of Bombay’s 
finest designers Sameer Kulavoor. 'The magnet is symbolic of the site and 
how it attracts a wide range of people for different reasons, be it 
commerce, culture or chaos. The density of people, architecture and 
things reduce as we move further away from the site itself. This I find 
very interesting.' Sameer’s effort has emphatically paid tribute to the 
history and ethos of Majestic area, and he has done it in his own 
distinct visual style.

BAADAL  - KR CIRCLE













Here, Daan’s work indulges in direct social criticism. "I had no clue what 
to do with this surface when I first saw a picture of it. I was still 
working in Bangalore when asked for a color for the primer layer. 
Randomly I said red. When I arrived at the site the situation was much 
more clear. There was a side to the building which had a much better 
surface for a big gesture than the front of the building(s). And to my 
luck there was awall in front of the building with a huge message: 'Don't 
pass urine'. Apparently nobody gave a shit because there was a lot of 
urine passing going on. After learning this I decided to do some urinater 
tossing.” The ‘man’ in Botlek’s work has no personality. He assumes one 
when he engages in some action or interaction with the environment 
that he is put in. Something should happen to him. In this case though, 
he's paying for his crime. 













THANK YOU
www.st-artindia.org
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